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when you submit your own python scripts, you should remember
that there are guidelines for their use. firstly, they should be
submitted when the simulation is complete. if you created a
macro, why not create it the moment the simulation is finished.
secondly, scripts should be submitted at least once for each value
combination of all parameters. thirdly, the order of parameter
combinations is important. if your parameter combinations are not
ordered, your work is more likely to go to waste. here is a simple
script that would make a cylinder. first, a new python command
language (cel) file is created and saved in the home or the work
directory: abaqus scripts are developed as python scripts. using
vis3d you can interact with abaqus python scripts using python
directly. at this stage, vis3d will run any python scripts in the
scripts folder. on startup, vis3d creates a second folder:
scripts/vis3d which provides access to the vis3d python api. the
interaction between the python modules, the python script and
the abaqus python module are encapsulated in an object called
vis3d, and a script execution context, where the interactions
between the two are controlled by the vis3d object. using vis3d
you can read data from and write data to the abaqus python
module (also called the model), script variables, and your python
script variables. we have a main loop in vis3d (in scripts/main.py).
the main loop makes sure that the user can interact with the
script which runs the custom abaqus model in vias3d to make
changes to the model directly with the user interface without the
intervention of the abaqus modeler. at the same time vis3d
ensures that every second it tests the model and ensures that the
abaqus model is running correctly. in the scripts/main.py file
(change to this directory and run the script), we have a loop that
parses the command line and passes it to the `vis3d` module via
its do function. if vis3d is not available, it runs a command in the
shell to execute it. finally, the script performs operations on the
model, and exits.
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the focus of this tutorial is to help the user of abaqus scripting use
the python language and environment in conjunction with

abaqus/cae. those that have never programmed before should go
through the python for dummies tutorial. those with programming
experience, but not abaqus/cae, should start with the abaqus/cae
python tutorial. finally, those with experience both programming
and abaqus/cae should jump right in to the abaqus/cae python

tutorial. the tutorials are designed to teach you about abaqus/cae
python, but they are not theoretical tutorials. the python tutorial

will teach you how python works and how to make changes within
a script. it will also show you how to use python to perform post-
processing operations such as creating graphs, saving data, etc.
the abaqus/cae tutorial will go over the basics of abaqus/cae with

python scripting for using in the abaqus/cae environment.
additionally, it will walk you through some of the common tasks
that are performed in an abaqus/cae python script. the python
tutorial covers programming basics, and how to create a basic

script. it will guide you through the process of creating a simple
script with logic, including loops, if-statements, comments, and

more. the book is strongly focussed on the advanced, higher level
modelling user in an attempt to break the terminology barrier.
many aspects of the software are covered, including the use of

scripting, the definitions of the objects in the model, and the use
of the calculation modules. the book shows how all of the features
of the software may be used in a script, and in cases where this is
not possible, how the modelling functionality may be used. in case
you want to ask a question, or submit a contribution for the book,
i'd love to receive an email with your message. the book is being

written by both experts from the weaving industry and
professionals from the weaving university luleå university of

technology. so if you are new to weave or if you want to sharpen
your weave skills, you will be able to find it very useful. if you
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want to see the current or the latest version of the book, please
do not hesitate to contact me directly, either through the

comments section of this post, or via email. you can also write me
directly at tomas bergfors (tobes@d.nu) or via social media:

facebook or twitter . 5ec8ef588b
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